
100 Free Things To Do In London: Unveiling
the City's Hidden Gems

London, the capital city of England, is home to a rich history, breathtaking
architecture, and a vibrant cultural scene. While exploring this vast city can
sometimes be expensive, there are many incredible experiences you can enjoy
without spending a dime. In this article, we've curated a list of 100 free things to
do in London, where you can delve into its hidden gems and create memories
that last a lifetime.

1. Stroll Along the South Bank

Begin your London adventure with a leisurely stroll along the South Bank of the
River Thames. Enjoy picturesque views of iconic landmarks such as the Tower
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Bridge, Shakespeare's Globe Theatre, and the London Eye. Stop by the
Southbank Centre and catch a free performance or visit the food markets for a
culinary delight.
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2. Explore Hyde Park

Escape the hustle and bustle of the city by wandering through the beautiful Hyde
Park. Take a peaceful boat ride on the Serpentine Lake, have a picnic among the
lush greenery, or rent a bike and cycle through the park's scenic paths.

3. Visit the British Museum

Discover the world's most comprehensive collection of art and artifacts at the
British Museum. From Egyptian mummies to the iconic Rosetta Stone, marvel at
the exhibits that span over two million years of history. Entrance to the museum is
free, with special exhibitions and events requiring a ticket.

...

98. Enjoy Free Comedy Shows

FREE
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London has a vibrant comedy scene, and many venues offer free comedy shows
where you can enjoy a night filled with laughter. The Comedy Store in Piccadilly
Circus and Angel Comedy Club in Islington are just a couple of the many places
where you can catch talented comedians performing for free.

99. Discover Street Art in Shoreditch

Step into the vibrant world of street art in the trendy neighborhood of Shoreditch.
Admire the colorful murals and graffiti art adorning the walls, showcasing the
creativity of local and international artists. Don't forget to bring your camera to
capture some Instagram-worthy shots!

100. Attend Free Outdoor Festivals

London hosts numerous free outdoor festivals throughout the year, celebrating
everything from music and dance to food and cultural diversity. Notable events
include the Notting Hill Carnival, Pride in London, and the Thames Festival.
Immerse yourself in the lively atmosphere and join in the festivities!

Now armed with this extensive list of 100 free things to do in London, you can
embark on an unforgettable journey through the city. From world-class museums
to verdant parks, eclectic markets to captivating street art, London offers an array
of experiences that won't break the bank. So, start planning your London
adventure today and prepare to be amazed by the wonders waiting to be
discovered!
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There is no doubt London is an expensive city. That doesn’t mean, however, that
you can’t find fun things to do that don’t hit your wallet hard. This Amazon best
selling book is packed full with more than 100 ideas of free things to do in
London. You will save money and have a great time by following the advice in this
book.

Discover free ideas such as:

• Where to get the best view’s of St Paul’s Cathedral;
• Where you can visit London’s equivalent of the ‘Hanging Gardens of Babylon’;
• Where to re-enact scenes from “The Da Vinci Code”;
• Where you can find rock memorabilia from Eric Clapton, The Sex Pistols,
Madonna and more;
• How you can attend events at famous locations (such as the Royal Opera
House);
• What you need to do to get free tickets to TV shows;
• How to attend a famous ceremony that has been conducted for over 700 years;
• Where you can go to get access to the British film archive.

There are many more ideas in the book and there is sure to be something for
everyone with sections covering Galleries, Museums, Parks & Outdoors,
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Unusual, Right Place, Right Time, Intellectual, Music / Performances and
Markets.

For both tourists and locals alike, this Amazon bestselling book contains details of
new, and free, experiences in London that are sure to be memorable for you, and
your bank account.

Along with a description of each idea, this Amazon bestseller has contact
information and website/facebook links (where applicable) for further information
on the activity.

If you visit London without reading this book first, you’ll kick yourself at missing
out on over 100 great ideas for free things to do!

Don’t delay, click “Buy Now” to get your hands on this Amazon Bestseller with
more than 100 ideas for free, fun things to do in London.

Blind In Justice Gume Laurel III - Fighting for
Equality and Advocacy
Blind In Justice Gume Laurel III is an extraordinary individual who defied
all odds to become a trailblazer in the fight for equality and advocacy....
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Clarence Eklund Letter 19 - A Prominent Piece
of History
Clarence Eklund Letter 19 is an extraordinary artifact that offers a
fascinating glimpse into the past. This 3000-word article will take you on
an incredible journey...

The Promise And The Peril Of Digital
Immortality
About Digital Immortality In the age of rapid technological advancements,
the concept of immortality has taken on a whole new meaning. With...

Unleash Your Imagination: Thrilling Careers
With Theme Parks
Are you someone who thrives on creating immersive experiences? Do
you have a passion for storytelling and a knack for entertainment? If so,
then a career in the theme park...

Step By Step Guide On How To Cross Stitch
Like The Pros Including How To Make
Cross stitching is a popular and relaxing hobby that allows you to create
beautiful designs by sewing X-shaped stitches onto fabric. Many people
find satisfaction and...
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Astonishing Revelations: The Role of AI and
Robotics in Disaster Studies and Management
When disaster strikes, be it a natural calamity or a man-made
catastrophe, the world unites to provide immediate assistance and relief.
However, in recent years, there...

The Sound of Broken Chain: Unraveling the
Power of Music to Break Free
Imagine a world where the power of music can shatter the chains that
bind us. A world where the sweet melodies can break even the strongest
of barriers and free us from the...
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